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"it was great to, hear [Ortiz] speak
from a Spanish point ofview," but was
PtlPtocourtesyOfflCe of Public Affairs
capture a contemporary thing and
analyze it," Fr~bizio said, noting that
adequate reflection upon tragedies
can usually take much longer. '
Senior Erika Frade thought that
By Greg Kyriakakis
CurrentAffairs Editor ,
Distinguished. Author Discusses Evil
, ,:;-.'
in Contin~i.ng Series
Judith Ortiz Cofer shares how
the terrorist atta,cks of 911
helped refine her poetry
Feeling anger over her
perceived misuse" of the word
Speaking as part of the "evil," Ortiz forced ,herse1fto
Distinguished Speaker Series, award- write a poem that would restore
winning author Judith Ortiz Cofer significan~e to ,the word. "I
discussed the problem of Good~d needed' to regain meaning of
Evil, this year's university,..wide theme. words that had been bantered :1,":;"
The .University of Georgia professor around" by'politicians causing
'focused on the perception of evil them to become "devalued," she
following the Sept. 11 terr-orist attacks explained~
during her lecture at the Mailman The poet decided
Auditorium on, March 15 as she incorporated the words and
read. poetry,seleetio~ ,and, answe{ed rhetoriF ,.' from p()li~ical ,spee<;hes
aud.iericequ~tioris. " 'into'her-poem, "'The Nanfesof
Inth,Ci: ~ar~foHo~g !lteattad<s~the"l)ead." •..1hough~he c()nsiders
<!.g~~4~~t ~Jte Iosth~iwilrioWfite ii'.,jt, poem that 'is"H~d·tb·~a'd~0,
p6etrY.<irc!1!mT~Dt~ftg~f"'~f8~~.tt~r:;lttwils.
my little life," she said, realizing that a necessary for her to get back her
global crisis was beginning. But once use oflanguage.
, she found that people were turning Those in attendance were struck
to poetry, which she des~ribed as a by Ortiz's poetry. Ryan Ftabizio; a
"secular prayer," for COInfort, Ortiz sophomore, commented that the
knew that she could no longer remain poet's Sept. 11 work "was profound
silent. ' and sobering." "She was able to
Expanding. Horizons
New, residence hall to be bUilt,paths to change
wi,ll bring in many residents. He added,
that it will provide a new hangout spot
to "enhance residential life."
More updates will be available
in both future issues of the Current
and newsletters from' the. Office of
Residential Life arid Housing.
construction is an inconvenience,
but the over~ idea.ofa new dorm
is good; the campus is growing
and we need more room for new
students."
Derek Sham, sophomore
and . Residential Advisor for
GoOdwin, said "the idea is
immacUlate" and that the dorm
and the volleyball area will be fenced. parking lot undergoing modification
in so construction can begin. will return to normal useatound April
The NSU campus will be "[Residential Life and Housing] 14.
experiencing another phase .ofgrowth. feels thatmis will benefit the students The Office of Residential Life
An as-of~yetunnamed residence hall is greatly and we want students to be and Housing recognized that it will be
scheduled to undergo construction' in informed," asserted DeSantis. "We. difficult for students to reach class on
the area situated betweenthe Goodwin want to. be honest and straightforward existing pathways. As a result, the paths
and Founders residence h~lsMarch 22, about changes on campus." will be altered" allowing students '
revealed Director ofHousing Anthony Construction will cause some to cross in front of the University
DeSantis. complications, however. DeSantis Center beginning nearApril 1.
"I was recently informed by asked the students to be patient with "I was thrilled when I
Moss/Miller and the university's the "noise and dust." hear the news about the walkways
administration that construction ofa ' Oiherchangeswillbeimplemented changing," said sophomore
new residence hall would begin this. aroun~e site of the neW hall to ease Am'andaBeretta, who resides
week," said DeSantis. "We knew that consKuction. in Farquhar. "I think the.
a hall was going to be built, but it was "Fony-five •parking spots in frollt
originally.planned for April, solt 'Was o~ Vettel will be relocated' between
nice to hear that construction would Goodwin and CLC!>ecause 120 spots
begin early." are, not being used during the. night,"
Fencing will _ change to explained D~Santis._-':1he master
accommodate'space for construction: sewer line that runs from the current
the east side of the CLC and Vettel ' halls to the new hall also needs to be
residence halls" the south side of relocated."
Farquhar, the west side of Goodwin, The section of 'the Vettel
By Paul San~ux ,
StaffWriter
~'
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Flynn's Flight to the Airways': NSU Professor to
I
Produce, Direct Second Season of .Psychology Show
By RaGa Chodhry
News Editor
What started out as a guest spot
on a WLRN program has landed
psychology professor Ellen Flynn in
the driver's seat ofher own television
gig.
On a recent afternoon, Flynn,
who often wears a wide smile, said,
"The producer of the show for some
reason liked me and said, 'You're a
natural, would you like to have your
h I'"owns ow. •
In the spring of 2003, Flynn
became only the second NSU
professor to host her own show. The
second season of Psychology View
from NSU is set to air in the fall on
Channel 2.
"I thought we were done after
season one," Flynn said recently,
"but somehow the college liked it
and the ratings were good, and so
wanted to do another."
Flynn produces the show
with help from three other NSU
professors and the university's
Office of Information Technologies
and Media Services.
Flynn's show i,s a half-hour
talk show featuring professionals
from throughout the community to
share their thoughts pn psychology-
related topics.
The first season included 12 half-
hotir segments featuring discussion
on everything from gracefully aging
to parenting. Season two is currently
in the works and will consist of 10
shows covering two main topics:
Our Aging Memory and Creating
Supportive Environments.
Flynn .said she and her crew
decided to return for a second
season because the show received
high ratings and resonated with the
community.
"When the series aired we
received almost 1,000 e-mails,"
said Maria Prieto, a multimedia
producer. "People from all over the
community e-mailed us requesting
more information and how to get
involved."
This means Flynn
and her team will again
put endless hours into
researching, writing
scripts, scheduling
guests, taping and
editing for season two.
"One show start
to finish takes at least
two to three months, if
not more," said Prieto.
"Every single graphic
has to be created from
scratch, the audio
levels have to be clear
and the colors have to
be perfect."
Ellen Flynn and Faquhar Psychology Professor
Marcia Silver in discussion during one of the
tapings of Psychology View from NSU. Photo by
Luis Nicola Aguilar
SGA Report: Emptying Pockets and Readying Ballot Boxes
Announcements
To begin the meeting was
VPJ Davia McDonald's official
announcement that CED Joycelyn
McGlothlen had resigned from
her position, citing an inability to
adequately perform her duties as
Campus Entertainment Director as
By AlishaVanHoose w~ll as her acaciemic responsibilities. investigation will take place,. but.
Editor-in-chief As McGlothlen submitted her that it was a sensitive matter and
A dwindling senate reserve resignation shortly after the last involved another senator.
fund and the loss of several key senate meeting, the announcement Former VPL Liz Harbaugh was
members of the SGA was apparent was not able to be made until this recognized during open forum at
during this week's meeting, which week. the conclusion of the meeting and
saw a combination of cooperation McDonald also made known offered to fill the position of SGA
and conflict. Despite a quarter of that election packets were due, and President for the remainder of the
the meeting time being spent on it was announced at the end of year.
a single bill, the day's business was the meeting by Freshman Senator "I believed very firmly in what
concluded with most organizations Andrew Ibrahim that he intended to we stood for and still do," said
walking away with most or all of the form a ticket. Ibrahim later named Harbaugh, adding that the offer was
funds requested. his running mates as Rico Hernand primarily to be, a transition trainer
for VPL and Laxmi Lalwani as vpJ. so that the burden of training
The ticket, Impact, was running the new president would not fall
unopposed as of press time. completely on McDonald and VPL
''I'm angry that I'm running Randi Samuels. She also explained
unopposed," said Ibrahim. ''I'm that she understands that some
furious. It means that students don't people might question her motives
care." and offered to consult with anyone
Ibrahim cited easing the who wanted to speak with her,
process of funding for clubs and citing questions from senators not
organizations and unifying the knowing what to do after so many
campus as goals of his party. He offices being cleared as the reason
also mentioned that he wanted to for her offer.
continue what Student Voice had The matter was not discussed
started earlier this year. further, and no decision has been
"1 want to change so much," made as to whether the SGA will
said Ibrahim. "The people who are take Harbaugh up on her offer.
running-with me have a dream. .,. In other news, PR Senator
Studertt Voice started out like that, 'Danielle Garcia announced that
and now Impact is going to finish the new shark mascot, Razor, was
it." to be unveiled, and that there was
Other news from McDonald a campus fan group, The Finatics,
included a request from former in the works. How the decision to
SGA President Jason Peebles for name the mascot Razor was reached
the OSB to investigate his removal was not mentioned.
from office. She mentioned that an Secretary Sami Ray also
announce<:l th(J.t the P~SGAwas
looking to conduct a survey on
library hours, as there are currently
no quiet study areas on campus
which are open 24 hours.
Old Business
This week, the SGA saw the
return of the Spring Fling bill, this
time requesting $12,794 rather
than the $15,000 SUB asked for
before Spring Break. The main
expense, $14,000 for A.c. Slater
from "Saved by the Bell" to appear,
had been cut. Most of it was
replaced by other things, including
a vintage Pacman arcade game and
the rights for four 80s movies to
play silently on the walls during
the concert. Marissa Mingus, the
SUB representative, explained that
part of the money would be going
to some unexpected production
costs. She also added that between
300 and 400 people were expected
to attend.
After about half an hour
of deliberation, which included
a ten minute recess to discuss the
bill and cut costs, it was decided
to approve the bill for $6,500 after
the arcade game, movies, and a few
other small expenses were cut. The
food bill from Aramark, originally
at $3,500, was cut to $1,000
Please See SGA
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News from Around the World
Compiled by Paul Saneaux
3
ca
unaerhouse arrest
The thr~e college Lee Cloyd, Benjamin N\ Moseley, and Ittissef
DeBusk Jr". "a.ccused of setting of churches, were gratl'!ed release on bail by
a feder~jll:dge" on Mar. 16, reported th~Associat~,qrr~~s."Even if the:Vll}~~~\~hefederal)
bondW~y will not be going home," sai~ U.S. AttorneyfM~lR€jMartin, ackno~!¢dging that
the three suspects will remain in custody because Alabama has issued new arrest warrants.
U.S. Magistrate Judge Robert R. Armstrong Jr. ordered that the suspects could be released
on bonds of $50,000 each. The defense the fires began as a prank after the
underage suspects had a night ofdrinking and but that the fires "were not crimes of
hate." Judge Armstrong permitted opposition from the prosecution,
because the suspects came from homes." The teens
burned three churches on agent's testimony, and Moseley
admitted to setting four more more Information visit www.yahoo.
com.
ses wornes
huing conflicts ~f::~~.~W6;i~'~ poorest
continent," Mric~nniigrantsnIIIN~~'feeingby homemade b04~s ('on perilous9~~~g}
voyages" through Mauritania;/;:l n()~~!western country, to Euro~~. According to th.~
Associated Press, Mauritania's prime minister called on EuropeanjJ.tttions for help, but
soon S~:ih claimed on Mar. 15 that 24.rodies off~o~!.~~~~~entlyof Sllb"S~4~~ndescent
were £Qp.nd in the waters offof the coast9f Mauritan:ia;i~p-fl~!lalsoreporteqth.e ~terception
of "some 400 Mricans trying to reach the Canary Islands - a single-day record - in
nine overcrowded boats." The Spanish government sent a delegation to Mauritania to
discuss ways to slow the increasing number of crossings. Canary Island officials
recorded that over 1,000 Mricans have died in four months. Migrants pass through
Mauritania, which does ntH offer the countries in southern Europe
have increased security on their visit www.msnbc.com.
Middle East
U.S. launches .q:~w (Operad~~~lfarmer
"More than 1,500 Iraqi and Coalition troops, over 200 tactical vehicles, and more
than 50 aircraft participated" in the largest operation since Operation Shock and Awe in
2003, military officials told the Associated Press. U.S. military said Operation Swarmer
was designed to elimin~te "a suspected area" in Samarra, 60 miles north
of Baghdad. Samarra is also the site of attack on the Shiite shrine on Feb.
22 that resulted in "sectarian than 500 and injured hundreds
more, threatening to push Ir~q apparently found weapon caches
that contained missiles, a!ldsupplies to make improvised
explosive devices, the main The area surrounding Samarra
is believed to be a military officials say Operation
Swarmer may last days. www.msnbc.com. -
No
700,000 1\.~i
According to the Associated~~~ss~m~~~flghters\vorkedthrough the ~ight trying
to contain wind-driven wildfire th~tr~cetl~2ross hundreds of thousands of acres on the
dry southern plains" on Monday, M~lil.3. The...~t~Wforced the evacuation of over 1,900
people in seven counties agqsevefalsfi}a+I~gt~s;and killed at least seven people. State
officials told reporters th,eyhad'''no estima.teof the number of homes destroyed by the
flames." Warren Bielenberg, a spokesman for the TC;ff;fls Forest Service, said "this is probably
one of the biggest fire day§jjJ.±exfls history,:;~.f1icials are unsure as to whfltsaused the
latest blazes, but met€jorplogistsb!amewifids"gusting up to 55 mphandlowhy:midity"
for creating conditions "idealforfirc;§itospread." Cooler temperat4res are also expected
to help firefighters. Downed power linc;sa.nd smoke also caused sevc;ral accidents on Texas
highways. For more infOrmation visit www.yahoo.com.
Europe
Milosevic may have hastened death
Reuters reported that a Dutch toxicologistJrom the Groningen University, Donald
Uges, claimed Slobodan Milosevic ".took drug~ithar.worsened his health before dying in
prison." .His unexpected death came9g!Y~f.m9~~hsbefore a verdict on his war crimes
trial was due to be announced. Milos€jyi~,~§Qlii'QwQ:~the"Butcher of the Balkans," had
been on trial for four years, "charged-tt~h~~9otintsof genocide1 crimes against humanity
and war crimes" in Bosnia, Croatia, agqK:osovo. 4JlN"<;hiefptosecutor Carla del Ponte said
she was furious that "Milosevic's vi9tirns had bc;~nqenied justice" and even suggested he
may have committed suicidetoflyoid the:~e~qist.Thecourt tribunal said it would hold a
hearing on Mar. 13 that wasJikely to close>the trial. Some pathologists said Milosevic died
of "myocardial infarction," or blqckage of one SPfpnary artery, that resulted from previous
heart conditions. Uges clai-PlsM~l()s~vic t09~.th~tfong medicine to convig.s.eoffisials to let
him receive treatment ifiMosso'V{y.ther~hisJamilyand friends resideiFotmore ihtozmation
visit www. reuters. tom.
COFER
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Confused, Gun-Wielding Elderly Woman
Robs Bank
An elderly West Mifflin, Pa., woman, apparently
confused as to how money is withdrawn from a bank,
held up a National City Bank teller at gunpoint
and escaped with $5,000. The 75-year-old Marilyn
Devine then led police on a five-mile medium speed
pursuit with top speeds of 45 mph, according to
ThePittsburghChannel.com. Police captured the
woman to discover that the gun, belonging to her
husband, was not loaded. Police Chief Joe Popovich
said that "she's probably anybody's grandmother. It's
unreal." Devine is undergoing psychological evaluations
and is being held on $100,000 bail.
Potential Rock Star Bounces to Death
While practicing for his future career as a bouncing
rock star, Li Xiao Meng accidentally propelled himself
out of his third story window, plummeting to his
death. The Chinese business school student studying in
Singapore frequently enjoyed copying traditional rock
star antics, such as erratic jumping. Reuters reported
that a coroner's court determined "unintentionally
falling out of the window ... when he was hyped
up with exhilaration" was the cause of death. Open
windows, such as the kind Meng fell from, are typically
prohibited by the hostel.
Man and Goat Wed
Fed up spending quiet Saturday nights alone
at home, a Sudanese man entered into an intimate
relationship with a local goat. BBC News reported that
Mr. Tombe was startled by the goat's owner, Mr. Alifi,
and fell off the animal. Once captured, Mr. Tombe was
presented before a council of elders who decided that,
since he had "used it as his wife," he would pay a dowry
for the goat and take it as his wife. According to Mr.
Alifi, "as far as we know they are still together."
also disappointed that a question and answer session
held before the event was not open to all students.
The Ortiz event marked a turning point at NSU
for senior Elizabeth Veras. "It's great that NSU has
awesome law, medical and business schools, but the
arts are just as important and this proves it.. She leveled
the playing field." ./'
A Puerto Rico native, Ortiz has been published
in numerous journals and textbooks and has been
awarded with the Anisfield Wolf Book Award. She
studied in South Florida and was glad to return to
the area during her visit to NSU. "It was a sort of
homecoming. I enjoyed it very much," the poet said.
Compiled by Greg Kyriakakis
Mummy Baby Found... Inside Mother
Zabra Aboutalib, a superstitious 81-year-old
Moroccan woman, carried her dead baby in her womb
for 46 years, thinking that it was sleeping. According to
the Sunday Mirror, the pregnancy was ectopic and the
fetus defied enormous odds to completely grow outside
of the womb. Despite going into labor, Aboutalib never
birthed the seven pound child and refused a caesarean
section fearing death. She said that "I could still feel
him inside me. But I thought he had gone to sleep."
The mummified baby was only discovered recently after
Aboutalib complained of stomach pains and doctors
conducted an ultrasound.
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NSU Women's Golf Team Finishes 3rd at
NIU Springlake Invitational
By Tranell Mesa
StaffWriter
March 10and 11 theNSU
women's golf team competed in
the Eighth Annual Springlake
Invitational hosted by Northern
Illinois University. The No. 2
ranked Sharks finished third in
this tournament and has now
finished in the top-3 in five of
their six events in the 2005-06
season. The women played at
Springlake golf club in Sebring,
FL. The golf course was a par-
72 and the yardage was 5,850.
The Sharks set a new
school record of a team total
of 293 on the first day. Lynn
University came away with the
win, as they shot a tournament-
low 292 on the final round.
They finished four strokes over
second-place Gonzaga. Head
coach Kevin Marsh said, "The
first day ofNorthern Illinois was
encouraging. We responded
from a tough tournament at Rollins
with a 293, which was the lowest
team score in the history of the
program. The final day too many
of the same mistakes we have been
making the entire year showed up."
Lina Bjorklund had her
best showing at this tournament.
The first day of the tournament
she shot a career-best 2-under-par
score of 70. On the second day she
shot a 2-over-par 74, and tied for
a second place finish individually.
The medalist of the tournament was
Christine Brijalba of Texas State
who shot 5-under-par 139 (70-69).
Junior, Anne-Sophie Friis
finished tied for 16th with a two-day
total of 151 (73-78). She said, "We
all played really strong, and Lina had
great rounds." Sophomore Elizabeth
Bond tied for 25th as she shot 153
(77-76). Just one shot behind Bond,
sophomore Jenni Mostrom tied for
27th (74-80). Finally, freshman
Andrea Maldonado came in tied for
44th (76-82).
Marsh said, "For
us to win the Conference
and Regional tournaments
we are going to have to
clean up our mistakes and
play flawless golf. We
have five top 3 finishes
this year but the difference
between good and great
and learning from mistakes
and improving weaknesses.
I'm proud of what we have
accomplished so far this
year but if each player can
improve one part of their
game we will accomplish
our main goal."
The Sharks next
tournament will be on
March 27 and 28 as they
compete in the 2006 NSU
Spring Invitational. This
will be hosted at their Sophie Friis hits out of the bunker. Photo
home course, Woodmont courtesy Gary Curreri
NSU Women's Rowing Team Wins Lyden Cup
With Varsity 8 Win, Varsity 4 and Novice 4 Race
Women's Pair: Elizabeth Gist, Titina Gist
NSU Crew Breakdown:
Novice 4: Kim Marana, Cindy Fong, Rachel Garbaj, Jill Sims,
Christi O'Neill
Varsity 4 Crew: Cheyenne Poskey, Ashley Amrich, Nicole
Felluca, Lauren Thomas, Monica Henderson
sLR:W4
Varsity Lt. 8:
UCF [7:15.1
~iIIanova 17:47.3
Varsity 8:
Nova Southeastern 7:02.4 ,
Villanova 7:15.3
Rollins 7:57.2
Nova Southeastern "B" 7:58.1
. Novice 4:
Nova Southeastern 8:38.8
UCF 9:28.0
Rollins S:55.9
2-:
rvillanova "A" ~:54.5
rvillanova "B" ~:15.6
Rollins 10:02.2
Nova Southeastern 13:14.7
Novice 8:
Villanova 7:25.8
Nova Southeastern 7:26.2
UCF 7:42.0
Rollins ~:05.5
Varsity 4:
Nova Southeastern 8:09.7
~iIIanova ~:26.1
Nova Southeastern "Lt" 8:31.2
Rollins $:42.7
US Merch Marine 9:31.7
barely beaten by UC~. The
Sharks also competed in the
pairs, where they took fourth
place.
''A lot of the teams that
we will be racing are going
to be ready for us. It is
going to be a great season,"
commented Gartin.
The NSU women's
rowing team will be
competing on March 25 on
Lake Maitland in the Rollins
Spring Break Race.
Novice 8: Jessica Childers, Megan McDonald, Lauren McElhenny,
Cindy Fong, Rachel Garbaj, Jill Sims, Amanda Luna, Danielle
Garcia
Varsity 8 Cre~: Cheyenne Poskey, Nicole Felluca, Ashley Amrich,
Miglena Dzhupanova, Lauren Thomas, Monica Henderson,
Luciana Bedos, Christy Fritch and Megan McDonald
Varsity 8 (8) Crew: Jessica Childers, Marilite' Vasquez-
Gonz~, Lauren McElhenny, Jill Sims, Rachel Garbaj, Elizabeth
Gist/Victoria Corbyons, Amanda Luna, Danielle Garcia
/'
again as they finished with a time
of 8:09.7, Villanova finishing
second with a time of 8:26.1.
''I'm really happy with the
way we raced," said Senior Christy
Fritch. "We had a strong race."
The Sharks Novice 4 crew
really showed everyone what they
were made of when they took the
win, finishing almost 50 seconds
ahead of the University ofCentral
Florida. NSU's time was 8:38.8
and UCF's time was9:28.0.
The Sharks Novice 8 took
second place when they were
By Alicia Winslett
Sports Editor
March 11" the Nova
Southeastern University women's
rowing team competed in the
Rollins Invitational on Lake
Maitland in Winter Park, Fla.
The Sharks claimed first place
in the Varsity 8, Varsity 4 and
Novice 4 races. They also took a
second-place finish by the Novice
8 crew. In the Varsity 8, the
Sharks took the first place almost
13 seconds ahead ofVillanova.
"The regatta went very well
for the team," said Head coach
John Gartin. "It was a great way
to start the season, but we have
a lot of work and racing left."
He added that "we showed a
lot of early speed and I am very
pleased with the way our team
is progressing. We still have
more sp_eed in the boats, but this
certainly bodes well for the rest of
the spring."
The Sharks victory in the
Varsity 8 race earned them the
Lyden Cup as they blazed ahead
ofDivision I Villanova University
with a time of7:02.4. The Sharks
Varsity 4 sped ahead ofVillanova
Women's Tennis
Wed 03/22/06
Fri 03/24/06
Sat 03125106
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NSU Baseball
Excels During a
Competative Season
By Tranell Mesa
StaffWriter
NSU 's baseball team (15-7,
1-4 SSC hammered out 20 hits to
defeat Bloomfield College, 14-3.
Junior first baseman Chris Reynolds
went 4-5 with 2 RBIs alongside
teammate freshman catcher Matt
Fisher, who went 2-4 with a couple
RBIs of his own.
With the Sharks pounding
Palm Beach Atlantic 12-1, crushing
Carson-Newman College 12-2, and
stomping all over Mercy College
21-1, fans have been questioning
whether or not the boys are playing a
schedule that is competitive enough
for them.
Freshman finatic Justine
Waring states, "Granted the boys are
playing great so far, it just seems like
most of the teams they are facing
aren't giving them too much of a
challenge."
"It is college baseball," said
Fisher. "We look at it like we are
playing the number one team in
the nation every game, we don't
care who they are. Every game is
.. "competitive.
SSC I OVERALL
sse STANDINGS
TennisMen's Basketball
sse STANDINGS
sse OVERALL
w L peT w L peT
Rollins 12 4 .750 24 7 .774
NSU 11 5 .688 17 11 .607
Lynn 11 5 .688 20 9 .690
Tampa 10 6 .625 19 9 .679
Eckerd 10 6 .625 21 8 .724
Florida Southern 7 9 .438 16 12 .571
Barry 5 11 .313 15 15 .500
Florida Tech 3 13 .188 7 21 .250
Saint Leo 3 13 .188 8 21 .276
*Rollins Wins SSC Championship
Women's Basketball
sse FINAL STANDINGS
sse OVERALL
w L PCT W L peT
Rollins 16 0 1.000 28 2 ..J' .933
Tampa 13 3 .813 24 j .774
Florida Tech 10 6 .625 16 12 .571
NSU 8 8 .500 16 13 .552
Saint Leo 6 10 .375 9 18 .333
Barry 6 10 .375 10 19 .345
Lynn 6 10 .375 11 17 .393
Florida Southern 5 11 .313 10 19 .345
Eckerd 2 14 .125 4 24 .143
*Rollins Wins SSC Championship
Baseball
sse STANDINGS
SSC OVERALL
W L PCT W L T PCT
Tampa 3 0 1.000 17 3 0 .850
Florida Tech 3 0 1.000 16 6 0 .727
Lynn 2 1 .667 15 6 0 .714
Barry 2 1 .667 15 7 0 .682
NSU 1 2 .333 14 7 0 .667
Florida Southern 1 2 .333 15 10 0 .600
Saint Leo 0 0 --- 18 5 0 .783
Rollins 0 3 .000 11 9 0 550
Eckerd 0 3 .000 4 13 0 .235
Softball
sse STANDINGS
SSC OVERALL
W L PCT W L T PCT
Barry 6 0 1.000 20 4 0 .833
Florida Tech 6 0 1.000 11 3 0 .786
Florida Southern 3 0 1.000 16 0 0 1.000
Rollins 5 1 .833 20 2 0 .909
Saint Leo 2 1 .667 15 7 0 .682
NSU 1 5 .167 9 10 0 .474
Tampa 1 5 .167 9 10 0 .474
Lynn 0 6 .000 10 10 0 500
Eckerd 0 6 .000 6 12 0 .333
Lynn
Barry
Eckerd
NSU
Rollins·
Florida Tech
Saint Leo
Florida Southern
Tampa
WI L I W 1 L
4 I 0 I 7 I 0
3 1 0 I 4 1 1
21011110
3 1 1 I 8 I 1
3 I 2 I 8 I 5
11412110
o I 2 I 3 I 4
o I 3 I 6 I 3
o I 4 I 3 I 7
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Most of the rest of the bills
were uneventful. ANAD received
$282 for a reception before a
speaker on eating disorders on
March 27 after the 1O-day rule was
suspended on the basis that this was
the first SGA meeting since Spring
Break. APO received the $1400
requested to send 10 delegates
to a leadership conference, in
part to place a bid to host the
conference next year. The last bill
of the day was presented for PAD,
who were organizing a leadership
success lecture, followed by a
teambuilding exercise at Dave and
Busters. The bill passed for the
$489.97 requested. '
Freshman Senator Steven
Reddy presented a. referendum
to add a second residential
senator to reflect the growing
residential population. There was
disagreement over how the duties
would be split and whether or not
to decree that there be a number of
residential senators proportionate
to the number of residential
students. The bill was tabled due
to time constraints.
New Business
Representatives from
several fraternities and sororities
showed up to support a bill
being presented to fund several
events during Greek Week. A
total of $6749.89 was requested,
$5469.89 of which was slated for
the Greek Formal at the end of
the week. There was a long debate
over the bill which included
another ten minute recess. Greek
representatives pointed out that
the formal was open to all and
was essentiallyan awards banquet,
as there was no longer a Stuey for
Greek organizations. The bill was
passed for a total of $4280.73
after prices for food and dj were
cut down and the cash bar was
removed, as the SGA does not
fund alcohol. The awards were
also not funded, as that should
go through the Leadership
Development Committee.
after Advisor Terry Morrow
reminded that the sponsors from
CommunityFest could provide
refreshments more cheaply.
SGA
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"If you had little time left, what would your last words to the world be?"
Ester Fortune
Biology
Senior, Graduate Student
Port-Au-Prince, Haiti
Mathew Gunter
Sports Management
Sophomore
Lakeland, FL
Iris Lee
Biology
Sophomore
Baltimore, Maryland
Jesus Cabrera
Biology
Senior
Bogota, Colombia
"Hatred starts wit us, so it can
be stopped by us."
"Life is sacred, enjoy it while
you can"
"I love you mommy and
daddy"
"God, I give you my soul to
keep"
Troy Outten
Computer Information
Freshmen
Freeport, Bahamas
Maria Bernal
Biology
Senior
Bogota, Colombia
Anthony Ferrara
Legal Studies
Junior
Dania, FI
Kristina Christoph
Biology
Freshmen
Fort Lauderdale, FL
"Live everyday like it's your
last"
"I'll see you there" "Do onto others as you would
have them do onto you"
"I'm having a hard time finding
the tunnel"
Extended Community Member of the Year - 2006
10
SarahZi
K. Bryant Smalley
Danny Hierholzer
Taylor Liput
Kasey Suckow
Gilian Mayersohn
Demain Chapman
Shruti Salghur
Michele Lisdo
Kelly Maixner
Chris Everett
Chris Klippel
Victoria Warren
Name
TBA
TBA
School, College or Center
TamjJa
Miami
,
Athletic Team of the Year - 2006
Name
Men's Basketball
Men's Baseball
Women's Rowing
Men's Golf
Women's Tennis
Arts & Entertainment
The 9scar Goes to the Academy
......
By Marines Alvarez
A&EEditor
SbowlJiz BiJ:J
Forbes's List of"Shove it in Poor People's Faces"
Sadly; it's that time of year again. Sure, billionaire's
everyWhere ate scurrying to their mailboxes and ripping
open their copy of Forbes Magazine, so they can see how
their money stacks up against the world, but for me and
. 99.70/0 of the, rest of the world; it's not so much fun.
Number one on the list is, of course, Bill Gates, who I
seriously think needs to consider investing inthe."Me
f01.lrtdation." Other notable appeara,nces, include Oprah
at-562 of 793 billonaires. Not quite the ,showing you'd
~xJ?~Gt from Mrs.. "Everyone's Gertinga Car!" Ste'len
~~itl~e~lsIlUmber245 and Donald Trutnp'sat.278. On
:ul:0thetnote, .of the top five Anlerican billionaires, ,. four
a.idcollegedropor·" T'm iust saying...
,'our South Park Hands offScientology
Isaac Ha.yes, the deep-voiced soul singer and voice
of Chef on "South Park," has announced that, afrer nine
seasons, he is quitting the show. What's the reason, you
may ask? Not enough money? Jokes got a little old?
New and better oppoI:tunity? No. Mr. Hayes has cited
"inappropriate ridicule" of religion as the reaS6n. I know,
hold younhock! "There is a place in this world for satire,
but there is a time when satire ends and intolerance
andbigotJ:yi'toviards religious heliefs of others begins,"
said Hayes~ Apparently that "time" refers to "any time
Soutl). Park !s making fun of scientology, which is Mr.
Hayes' religion of choice." Satire was 'fine over the past
nine seas6ns when the show was skewering Christianity,
Judaism, Buddhism or Hinduism. Nice double standard
there Hayes. I hope they kill Chef off in a bloody
episode tnat beats the crap out of Scientology. lust for I
. entertainment's sake. -
1'Ih(jughtltWa.s,aCocoaPuff
OhBritney, •• Britney,'Britney.• t·would foveto ., stop
t~kiRgaboutyou and your musically challertgedsel£hut
YP~111~ejtsO,soeasy.Thisweek's •Britneyhuzz word?
t-T~sa.tlitary.N0'N' .don't. get your million dollClrpanties in
<ll;>\J~Gh.,13ritney;lknow that is a five syllable word,s()
I'tltry and explain what it means. Remember the time
yoq.walked into a public bathroom (where people do
numberoneandnutnber two) barefoot? That wasn't too
safe. And you know how The Superficial is reporting that
youcha.nged yourbClby'sdiaper on a restaurant table in
L.A.? See, people might have a problem with this:'That's
p<>opgermsyou're spreading all ,over the table where
people eat..AndBritneySpears' ba.by's poop germs are
justasdisgustingas~gular ones. j\ctually, I think they
<l.r<e~<>rse.Lordhave mercy on the next person to sit at
, lbleandWhomay or may not find amy~terious
at~>puf£
~---'----------"'~ -~-----_.~~---
l'/otMilnQrexia1Oo!
Th¢a.hbre~<l. .epidemic that is sweeping Hbllywood
~~~letsisgettingalittleold.TheY'rerich, they're "talented,"
ilrrd~heyseemtothink food is a very bad thing and fat
is the devil. Please understand that aIiorexia is' never a
~~~~thl~.p.. It'shad.Bad, bad, bad. ButwhenE!()nline
r~p()~~edth~tDennis"Quaid ,admitted to battling with
;:l.J-loreexia.inthemid-90's, I found it quite refreshing. The
~ei~tloss started for) a role in a film, hut the 51' year
old actoradmits that he "couldn't connect with the 138
pound Inall irt the mirror" and that he still saw himself as
. 180 pounds. That's a sad kind of story; I hope, truly, that '"I IIlanorexiadoesnot pecome a Hollywood trend.~alking I'
stick people whose arms look like they can spear fish is I
n.ot ever a happy trend. . I
ACADEMY
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Please See ULTRA
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M: The PG-13 rating delivers so-so action
scenes. There is., nothing really new or
innovative, although Wimmer at times does
borrow some "Gun-Kata" style action from
his previous movie Equilibrium (which is
worlds better than Ultraviolet). And, aside
Ultraviolet: Ultra Lame
P: In fact, it wasn't a nightmare. I've had,
nightmares that were more enjoyable than
this waste of theater patrons' time and money.
By Marines Alvarez
A&EEditor .
Paul: "Hi. My name is Violet
and I was born into a world
(dramatic pause) you may not
understand:" this is the weak,
narrative introduction line
that Ultraviolet begins with,
and Milla, you could not be
more right. I thought it was an
introduction, but in fact it was
a subtle warning: "get out while
you can." I had not the foggiest They slice, they dice, they... kill a lot of people. How original.
idea ofwhat was transpiring on '
the screen before me until about the middle of ' What Ultravioletaciually mimicked was a 120-
the horrible, cliched plot. And when I did find minute CoverGirl commercial... a violent one
out what was going on, I only saw repetitive nevertheless. Violet's Oovovich) face looked
action seqttences and acting that made me like it was growing peach fuzz because it
wince. This movie was so flakey, so ethereal looked so impossibly soft. Visually speaking,
and wispy-like in plot consistency, that it the scenes looked iike they were thoroughly
almost felt like a really, really bad dream. polished with Turtle Wax and airbrushed. I
don't know what the art directors were trying
to pull off, but giving the characters and s~ts
an odd glossy appearance had nary a,positive
effect. Everything just looked dangerously
slippery. By the way, who in the world made
the law that characters in futuristic flicks had
to ~e~r le~ther? '
Movie Review
Mike: I agree that the plot was terrible. You
couldlook at it as acommentary on racial issues
and social class constnictions... if you were
grossly over-analytical. What we have here is a
sci-fi movie aboutClllot chickwj~~P~. )b.at's
more or less what I expected from Ultraviolet,
but it needs to be said that the plot has more
holes than Violet's gunned-down victims. The
movie takes plenty of breaks from the action,
,but uses them to explain absolutely nothing.
They are mostly frivolous talking scenes that
attempt to flesh out the shallow characters.
By Paul Saneaux
StaffWriter
Michael Bergbauer
StaffWriter
feel that was lingering through theOscar show.
It was tongue in cheek and a bit understated.
Award shows are the kind of things that I There were no awkward declarations of
love to.hate. You watch with your head in one presidential racism, or faux-tanned and suit
hand and popcorn in the other. That being clad celebrities spouting political opinions.
said, I must admit that this year's Oscars were It wasn't the time or the place, and I think
surprisingly...good. Or, maybe I shouldn't everyone involved did a good job ofrestraining
take it th;J.t far and just say that they were themselves to the appropriate level. That being
'markedly better shan last year. Maybe it was said, the best Jon Stewart joke? "Bjork couldn't
the fact that the Academy is getting with be here thisyear. She was trying on her Oscar
the times; some of the top movies included dress, and Dick Cheney shot her."
Transamerica, which focused on transexuality, In second place in the funny because its
BrokebackMountain, which focused on the true category is, "Capote, ofcourse, addressed
homosexuality, Syriana, which dealt wit~.__JVery similar. themes ~o Good Night, and
terrorism and Crash, which dealt with racis~' Good Luck. Both films are about determined
- All that plus a Best Song about pimps? It journalists defying obstacles in a relentless
seems this year, Mr. Oscar was a little less pursuit of the truth. Needless to say, both are
pretentious. period pieces."
_ What they don't tell you about the Oscars Most Improved: I must admit that I·
is t~at the best awards are given after the found the performance of Three Six Mafia's
awards show. It's true. What they also don't "It's Hard Out There for a Pimp" a little odd.
tell you is that those awards are awarded by I was later informed that you had, to see the
me. ,Here we go:
Best John Stewart Moment: Fans of his
work probably recognized the "Daily Show"
.,
I
I
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immediately quips, "I wish I knew
how to quit you." No, Lee. No.
The Aliens Are Comil!gAward:
Okay, so in my last article about the
Oscars, I may have said that the only
way that Brokeback would lose best
picture is if aliens attacked. Well,
friends, duck and cover because
Crash took the award. Word on the
street (not quite sure which street) is
that the Academy got cold feet about
giving the award to a movie centered
on a gay love story. They figured Crash,
with its focus on racism, would be
more timeless. Plus, I have a handful
of friends who happen to say that
Brokeback was bo-ring. I myself did
not and could not watch it. It wasn't
the "gay" that got me. It was the
"cowboy." Anyhow, it was the biggest
surprise of an otherwise predictable
night. I correctly guessed the winners
ofevery other major award and I (like
everyone else in America) didn't even
watch these movies.
In all, the Oscars are far from
perfect. John Stewart wasn't perfect,
and if I hear, type, see, or otherwise
encounter the term "gay cowboy" .
again, I think I will spontaneously
combust. When it comes down to
it, there will always be the movies we
just don't get. No, it isn't perfection,
but it is definitely a step in the right
direction.
THE LINES OPENING
room with dead bodies strewn about
and Violet in the middle. .. in a cool
finishing pose, obviously. If I had
Marty McFly's Delorean I would go
back in time and only pay $2; that's
what its worth. Otherwise, I wouldn't
have ~ortured myself for nearly an
hour and a half.
M: Then the icing on the cake was
the cheesy dialogue and a "film over
the film." Watching Ultraviolet is
like watching a movie with plastic
wrap over your face ~ minus the
suffocation(although death would
be nice- I had to warn the rest of the
public) The movie is still viewable,
but some may find it annoying. If
anything saves this movie it's the
cool sci-fi gadgets. We see gravity
adjusters, paper cell phones and some
cool weapons too. Overall, I give
Ultraviolet $2. Only its occasionally
good action scenes and gadgetry save
it from getting the dreaded $1.
from the guns, we are left with
bloodless sword battles (at one point,
Violet obliterates dozens of soldiers
donned from head-to-toe in pure
white uniforms). Another thing that
irks me about the action is that it's
too perfect. Violet vanquishes her
foes flawlessly and without injury, so
there is never a sense of real conflict
or danger. People want conflict -
that's Entertainment 101. It's no fun
to watch a flawless hero.
P: There are action movies and there
are action movies that are actually
inaction movies. Ultraviolet is
definitely one of those inaction films.
A good (or rather terrible) portion of
the movie is spent in futile dialogue
with no purpose. The real action
sequences are sprinkled lightly here
and there and only one of them is
actually enjoyable: the motorcycle
and helicopter chase scene. You see,
Violet has this belt that, by some
miracle' of science, can reverse and
change gravity in any way she sees
fit. S.o when Violet is escaping on
her motorcycle, she decides to race
on the sides of buses and buildings.
Interesting? Yes. Brilliant? Hardly.
And there's not much to say about
the rest of the fight scenes that hasn't
been said about your normal, smelly
heap of trash; 1 couldn't count how
many times a scene ended in a circular
ACADEMY
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movie to really understand. Which I
didn't and I didn't. But, considering
that last year almost every nominated
song was sung by Beyonce... I'll take
odd any stinking day. And anyways, it
is hard out here for a pimp. It's about
time someone told that story.
The Almost Made Your Flip
The Channel Moment: We get it
Hollywood; Piracy is evil and DVD's
are the Anti-Christ. Count how
many times we heard, "don't illegally
download movies, and please oh
please, don't wait until it comes out
on DVD. It's evil; it's wrong and every
time you do a starving child in Mrica
dies." Not really. It's more like a B-List
actress can't make the payment on a
car that costs more than my house.
Shut up, Academy. We'll watch it on
DVD first ifyour movie is not worth
the effort ofnavigating the sea of ten-
year-olds that plaque our theaters.
Worst Entrance by a Presenter:
SorryJennifer Garner. You're cute and
all but, seriously. You do spinning
twirly kick things on your show
and you can't walk out on the stage
without nearly breaking your duck-
like face? Well, take solace in the fact
that you won this award!
The "Oh No He Didn't Use a
Line from His Own Movie" Award:
I'm looking at you, Ang Lee. After
accepting his award for directing, Lee
ULTRA
continued from page 11
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connotation. Being tolerant to
another suggests a one-up position
and belittles the human race. Mr.
Wiesel suggested that instead,
we use the word respect. Respect
implies a willingness to appreciate
another human being; a state of
with honor or esteem.
Elie Wiesel's use of words
allows us as individuals to see how
the human language intricately
ex.presses human emotion. We
should be careful with our words
and actions so that our meanings
will be conveyed with true clarity.
Elie Wiesel was an inspirational
and motivational speaker, and
his words should be remembered
forever.
/
indicates that if a member of the
SGA is clearly not completing his
duty or misuses power, he is to be
removed. No voting or discussion
or investigation required.
Former Vice President of
Legislative Affairs Liz Harbaugh
attended the meeting and
announced during open forum
that she was interested in returning
temporarily as a "transition trainer"
for the new SGA president. In
addition, she offered to hold the
position until a new president is
appointed. Harbaugh explained
that she "was not trying to shove
[her] way back in." Always prepared
in advance, she added that "there
will be rumors about my motives,
but I want to help because I am
still holding on to what I believe
in and ran for under the Student
Voice ticket." Yes! Come back
and inject some order into this
monkey house; at least for the time
remaining. Sadly, since the OSB is
investigating the ousting ofPeebles,
there is the slight and remote-chance
that he may be reinstated, and that
creates a bureaucratic block against
Harbaugh returning.
be Remembered
as commonplace.
I.l1sp~::lkil1g::lpqll:thJ..lmanity,
Elie Wiesel touched on the topics
of acceptance and tolerance.
Mr. Wiesel stated that the
word tolerance holds a negative
his own words and answer questions
from students and the Senate. I
doubt people would have been
throwing fists and slinging around
the f-bomb. We are all mature,
civilized adults, I suppose, and we
could have handled open discussion
on the issue. I would be satisfied
with the reports. that McDonald
provides during the meetings,
but it just so happens that the
OSB isn't too fond of making the
public privy to touchy information
before investigations are complete.
The OSB's reports can be a bit
ambiguous at times.
Peebles also submitted a letter
of concern requesting that the
OSB begin an investigation on the
accusations directedathim regarding
his attendance records and his
involvement in the impeachments
of IOC Senator Jessica Boyd and
former Commuter Senator Alaina
Siminovsky. McDonald assured that
the OSB would begin a "thorough
investigation" with testimonies
from senators and examinations
of the meeting's recorded minutes.
Again, I am missing the logic
begin behind this; correct me if
I'm wrong, but Peebles has missed
important meetings without good
reason (as indicated by his swift
ousting by the -remaining Executive
Board) and he has had some sort
of dealing with the impeachments.
I really don't see what there is
to investigate. The Constitution
The concept of good
has perplexed humankind
the beginning of time.
biblical history, we
Adam and Eve were
to eat the forbidden fruit
cunning and deceitful
(God's evil counterpart).
The notion of whom t'\t"""h'lt"
is good in life and who
'Is, evil has been a constant source
of question and frustration. How
do we determine what is good and
what is evil? Can we go so far as to
simplify it in mathematical terms
by saying that good is positive
and evil is negative? Then another
question arises, what is positive and
what is negative? Who determines
these complex attributes for the
SpiritualityCorner
Good andEv
By April Eldemire
Graduate Assistantfor Multicultun
Finally! The Goodwin
classroom was somewhat teeming
with students coming out to
support their organizations' bills
and answer the questions of the
Senate. The Greeks, for example,
were in large numbers: members of
Kappa Sigma, Delta Phi Epsilon,
Phi Sigma Sigma, and Beta Theta
Pi were all amongst the large group
supporting a bill for the upcoming
GreekWeek. As I've stressed before,
the more informed representatives
an organization sends to a Senate
meeting, the more likely the Senate
is to dispense funding.
I don't know if some students
actually came out to hear an update
on the situation concerning the
ousting of SGA President Jason
Peebles, but not to worry, he was
not present anyway. There was a
good reason (although some may
disagree) for this absence. Vice
President of Judicial Affairs Davia
McDonald was quick to explain,
however, that she and Peebles
decided (mutually) that "his
presence was not needed."
McDonald made the point, as
well as Peebles in his letter, that his
presence would just cause stress and
turn the meeting into "a circus."
That sounds logical, no? Maybe
it does, but it is also a bad move
in the sense of public relations. I
understand the Senate wants to
focus on business (as McDonald
said), yet I would rather have had
Peebles there to explain himself in
By Paul Saneaux
StaffWriter
A Fly On the Wall:
Making Amends... Sort of
Dear NSU Community,
Sincerely,
As you've no doubt noticed (if
you've been reading The Current,
anyway), the undergraduate SGA has
been very, very busy. In fact, it looks
like all the clubs have been busy too
. .. well, the undergraduate ones,
anyway.
I'm not saying that the graduate
SGAs and the graduate clubs and
organizations haven't been busy-
I'm sure they've been quite active
as well, and the fact that many of
these organizations are up for Stueys
shows that. But I would like to point
out that I hear very little from these
groups.
Maybe, since the staff of The
Currentiscomprisedofundergraduate
writers (graduate students don't
seem particularly interested in the
position), it doesn't seem like we're a
newspaper for the entire university.
It even seems to us sometimes that
we're still covering the Farquhar
College of Arts and Sciences only,
because we very rarely hear anything
from anyone from the other colleges.
We became the student paper for the
entire University two years ago, but
since then, very little has changed in
our scope of on-campus coverage.
I would like to change that fact.
Right now, we're informed
of activities by the undergraduate.
organizations hosting them or the
calendar that can be found online.
My last foray into one ofthe graduate
schools resulted in someone at HPD
asking me what I wanted to know
about, my telling her that I didn't
know what was going on and just
needed a calendar of events, and that
person telling me that since I didn't
know what I wanted, she couldn't
help me.
Which is why I now turn to you,
the students, who I hope are reading
this and thinking that they would
like to promote their clubs by telling
us what they're up to. Drop us a line
to tell us about an event, let us know
what your student government is up
to, or just say "hey, my organization
. "eXIsts.
It's time for all of our readers to
be able to tell that there's more than
one college at this university, but
that's up to you.
rtti4lta 1Jan"7lOfJ4e
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be PR"Ccareers. prcnet. com
APPLY TODAV!
INBOUNDSALESICUSTOMER SERVICE AGENTS
Join our team'and expenence a career that jU5t fits.
Great benefits and training are ooly the beginning.
Aftemoonand evening shifts avaRable.
14100 H.W. 4th Street
Sunrise', fL 33325
Tel 954 ..838.4200
Fax 954.838.42.01
sUfirisejobsiiprcnet. com
or
un ttW.167th Street
Miami, Fl33'169
Tel 305.816.2634
Fax 305.816.2.720
northmiamijobsiiprcflet.com
W}i'lfFiN. EQE
Sick of those steady 9 to 5 jobs? -
Would you prefer a job that comes with
the comfort of your own hours?
Then become a writer for xour student
newspaper.
There are no full-time obligations or commitments, and you
will receive $30 per published feature.
,;:,_P_-
.r'
Interested"?
Email nsunews@nova.edu!
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _.- -'- - -.&
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Babysitter Needed
In Weston for 3 year-old boy. Flexible hours.
Must have experience with children.
Education student and Spanish speaking a plus.
Call Amy (954) 888-6432
Weekdays,5-9pm. $9/hour.
(954) 713-8452
Phone Representative for Morgan Stanley
Invite individuals to University sponsored investing
classes.
Great resume builder for students with excellent
communication skills.
Collections/ Costumer Service
Ready for a challenge with big rewards? At Phillips
and Cohen Associates, our employees receive
competitive salaries, unlimited bonuses, and excellent
advancement opportunities. Responsibilities: heavy
outbound phone work, skip tracing, & sales attitude.
Training starts 3/16/06 and 3/27/06. Call HR 954-465-
2280; fax 954-382-9781.
Classineds:
I
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are College Bus Pass
Broward County Transit (BCT) has a 31-Day Reduced Fare
College Bus Pass for only $16.00*. THiAT'S HALF THE COST
OF THE REGULAR 31-DAYBUS PASS -A50%· SAVINGSI
Reduced
SOLD AT THE FOLLOWING BROWARD COUNTY lIB.JRJlRY lOCATIONS:
~ Main UbrarytOO $, Andra'liV'$ Avenue, Ft Lauderdale
• North Regf(mal Li~)taf'yt 100 C<;X:onut CreSiK f3jvd" COOof'llJl
• SQuth Regiio!"H31 Library 7300 Pines Blvd, l Pembroke Pihes
• Southwest R£rgional Ubrary 16835 Sheridan Street Pembroke Pinos
• Ai,,'!"" .qh..rm::tn Library {NSU) ::H 00 Ray Ferrero Jr" f3tvcL < L?luderdeale
THE REDUCED FARE COLLEGE BUS PASS:
.. can be usadfor 31 ccmstllcutwe day'S
• is a magnetic s'..vipe card for tlIasy use
• can be used to get to school, libraries, the beach, malls, movies, and more
THE COllEGE BUS PASS IS FOR:
., Students attending Broward Community CQUege (BCC), F~orlda AtlantJiC University (FAU), F~orida
Intemat~onal UniverSity (FIU)..and Nova Southeastern UniverSiity (,NSU) ONLY
., and raquiftlls current stud~l)t identification caTd at time- of purchase
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Call Broward Cou!:1ty l"l'aMit etlstOYt'\lfllI' s«Viee at 9S4·351~Q(), Of .gg. to www.browa:ntJOrglbct and click 00 "CoU~eSius Pau".,
"R!!<tti¢ed Far~ Colhbl¥l atilt F"altlt pifu>t 1l14$t31'l1 li!'hd!l Deeembi!# 3;1, ZOOfi,
For more details, call or stop by:
954~987-6240
230 I N. University Dr., Suite # I03,
Pembroke Pines
HOURS
Mon-Thurs 8:30AM-7PM
Fri 9AM-SPM
Sat 9AM-IPM
WALK-INS WELCOME
NEW DONORS EARN $65 THIS WEEK!
8tOPHARMACEUTICA.LS
ASI
*Must have legallD along with
proof of 5.5.# and local residency.
*Payment amounts may vary
depending upon donation
frequency & program.
